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Laws of Noah in Ghana
Patrick Apedu, a local UN NGO from Ghana community, is working
to help brige the gap between young and old to understand each
other. Rabbi YD Cohen was in Ghana to help with the Laws of
Noah a universal code to all people.
Especially now in these turbulent times, when so many people
everywhere feel pressured and unsettled as a result of the
global financial crisis, it is more important than ever to
focus on the most important part of life: the spiritual
integrity of human beings before G-d and the desire of the
Creator to bestow all blessings on humanity through the full
and complete redemption. At the same time, for the sake of
children and youth around the world, it is critical that the
representatives of the nations affirm and commit publicly to
the basic premise, that people respect the very core fabric of
life given by the Creator, which the Seven Universal Laws of
Noah represent.
Young people increasingly engaging Governments in their own
societies as equal partners for their development and peace of
all people, “unity begins with ourselves and will have a
ripple effect to all around us” as Rabbi Cohen told the story
of world leaders spent weeks trying to put together a map of
the world with no success and finally a young boy a snaps it
together in minutes ask how he was able he replied I simply
put the eyes together then the nose and so on … you see on the
other side of the world map was a single person face.

Patrick Apeud NGO The FRIDAY BORNS FOUNDATION GHANA.It was
officially formed a year ago under the Law of Ghana to take
care of the welfare of the Aged since these Precious ones for
a long time have been neglected .
Working with the Government of Ghana and the UNDP to support
the creation of an enabling environment for all to help each
other, as well in the private sector through improved public
private partnership advocacy and dialogue

